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susceptible to funding shortfall. At the same time, society
wants ‘explanatory’/‘causal’ models of Anthropocene
dynamics. But, the inability to design and conduct controlled
experiments will likely force scientists to accept doing
descriptive models, sometimes cobbled together with disparate
specialized data sources, with the result that their research will
deliver singular descriptions rather than universal explanations
[4].
The traditional ‘systems’ perspective, with identified systems
of composition, structure, environment [5] is compromised,
because in an earlier era a scientist could assign something to
the ‘environment’ and be confident that, although it might
fluctuate , it didn’t warrant being moved into the system
composition. In the Anthropocene, it seems every system
component is in a state of change, hence requires being treated
as a ‘state variable’ rather than a ‘parameter of state [6, 7].
Caution is in order, to identify and focus on the dynamics of
source properties of systems [8].

Abstract— We present a hierarchical triangular framework to
guide anthropocene governing research. We lay out basic system
levels and inter-relations. We include a ‘human’ level, and address
the different affects human activities are exerting on the other levels
and interrelations. We point out that in more recent times; man’s
affects have extended more deeply into the lowest levels of earths
systems, such as atmosphere and energy. Since our objectives are to
discover, organize, deliver and evaluate new knowledge to better
govern the anthropocene, we look at simple cybernetic concepts of
effector and feedback via controller. The chances of effective
governance can be increased if the important source properties can
be identified and their dynamics be used by the cybernetic controller
– to lower the level of complexity encountered. Research in the
anthropocene needs to ensure that research; from the experimental
design, the data collection, the analyses and models; maintain an
understanding of the triangle of systems, the interactions and the
feedbacks to the systems. Only this way can research support the
governance in the Anthropocene, based on environmental data, use
of cutting edge research and understanding of the theory of systems.
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III. A SYSTEMS PERSPECTIVE

I. INTRODUCTION
An increasing number of articles and researchers indicate a
change in the Earth’s state, indicating a new geological epoch
named the Anthopocene; since environmental changes are
driven by humans [1, 2, 3]. Whether the Earth formally is in a
new epoch and regardless of when it started the current human
activities, through uptake and output, impacts the environment
at different scales. One of the outputs in focus during recent
decades is the emissions of CO2 to the atmosphere. But, much
more is going on under the influence of human activities.
Developing mathematical models based on environmental
information required to govern an extremely complex system -the “Anthropocene” -- presents many challenges.

We present a systems perspective of the Anthropocene based
on triangular coordinates [9, 10] formed from intersections of
levels, systems, and six orders of interaction indirectness. This
is illustrated in Figure 1, where systems of reality (a) are given
as follows: First Energy, then Atmosphere, then Terrestrial,
Aquatic and Marine (TAM), then Microbes, then Plants, then
Animals and Humans.
The levels of Indirectness the intra level interactions is
indicated in (b).
The order of interaction is indicated by the third dimension
(c). The full systems are formed by diagonals and
combinations of all the perspectives - systems, levels and
order of interaction (d).
The approach can subordinate populations of things (lots &
lots of them) to relationships between populations. There are
only 9 qualitatively different relations, and just as populations
of things have trajectories in a state space, interactions
between populations may have trajectories in the interaction
space [11].

II. A GOVERNANCE CHALLENGE
Society, including corporations, needs models for governance
based on ‘high quality’ scientific research. However, doing
‘high quality’ scientific research that spans the required levels
of reality, is significantly more complex than the more
common narrowly focused single level research. Designing
and conducting “controlled experiments”, at the ‘size and time
scales’ required to provide reliable models for the current
Anthropocene governance, is extremely expensive, hence
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In Figure 2, examples are given of different uses of the
approach. One (a) is different groupings of subsystems using
Russian ecologist’s concept of “coenose”. i.e. collection of life
forms that are found together, interacting as a community
within an ecosystem [12].

Another use of the system is given in b) by grouping of
subsystems in a project to re-introduce draft animals in
Zambia, by the NGO Heifer International [13]. Problem began
with termination of free veterinarian services following
independence in 1964. Many draft animals died from diseases.
After several decades many farmers had no experience with
draft animals for field operations, so a broad approach
touching on each subsystem was employed by Heifer with
good effect. Finally, it is common practice to lump subsystems
into what is called ‘environment’ and possibly higher and
lower habitat that affect the subject cell – here plant-plant (c).

a) levels of reality

c) levels + order of interaction in triangular coordinates

d) combination of levels, order of interaction, systems.

b) intra-level

Figure 1. The progression from levels of reality, to intra-level interactions, to
orders of interaction indirectness
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a)

Coenose-based grouping of subsystems

b)

Systems approach to Zambia draft animal problem

c)

Potential lumping of subsystems

IV. HISTORICAL RESEARCH ON THE SYSTEMS
Typically experiments and models have been conducted with a
focus on the systems from the left side. As a classical
example, forest growth models have been important tools in
practical forestry during the last two centuries as well as in
forest research. Initially, simple tabulations of growth were
used, but at the end of the 18th century graphical descriptions
were common. Gradually, mathematical descriptions of
growth and statistical methods have gained dominance in
development of growth models. So far a vast number of
growth models have been developed and described, ranging
from simple height-age curves to complex spatial, single tree
models, including models for growth processes [14, 15].
The common denominator of these approaches is the approach
to the systems from the left side of the triangle. Some of the
first models for analysis of environmental impact on tree and
forest growth were developed more than 100 years ago [e.g.16
- 26]. These are mainly monospecific forest stand dynamics,
where the interactions modelled is of the 0-order focused on
the plant-plant interactions, having soil and atmosphere
constant, or at least varying within limits.
The perspective on a 1st order interaction can be given by the
interactions of plant - insect dynamics, as e.g. the attacks by
pine weevil on newly planted trees [27].

Figure 2. Examples of different uses of the system. a) Groupings using
Russian ecologist’s concept of “coenose”. b) Draft animals in Zambia, c)
Grouping focusing on‘environment’ and plant-plant interactions.
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dioxide and ozone. Plants were forest tree species in a
Northern Wisconsin USA ecosystem, and the study was a
collaboration between U.S. Forest Service Research, U.S.
Department of Energy, and Michigan Technological
University. FACE-type studies, wherein treatments are applied
to interior subsystems, are extremely expensive and tend to
last only until outside funding is exhausted – 1998 to 2008 in
this case. The FACE-type study could be contrasted with, say,
plant-plant studies on the left side of triangle that focus on
Bakuzis matrix properties -- which may be observed for
several decades. A somewhat similar study has been
conducted in Denmark by the Climaite project [e.g. 29],
focusing on heathland vegetation.
The joint tendency of analyses and models indicate, that doing
science in an era of the Anthropocene will be extremely
challenging in several respects, requiring increasing
complexity of experimental data and models. In recent
decades it has become clear that energy and atmosphere
systems are not constant, which was clearly noted in the

Figure 3 Examples of different utilizations of the systems and their
interactions [images 41-52].

Another example of plant-insect dynamics is given by Jönsson
et al [28] on the interaction of Eurasian spruce bark beetle, Ips
typographus, one of the major forest insect pests in Europe.
This study includes atmospheric interactions, reflecting the
emerging need for increasing complexity of the systems, but
also noting that experimental knowledge is limited for some
elements of the system modelled. Studies reported by KroëlDulay et al [29] include more systems, orders of interactions
and levels.
The so-called FACE (Free Atmospheric Carbon Exchange)
research study was an experimental treatment study centered
on a 3rd order interaction cell (plant–atmosphere). The purpose
was to understand tree species response to elevated levels of
CO2 and O3, and to test the interactive effects of carbon
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1980’es with the dieback and diseases of forests caused by
pollution across multiple European forest areas.

values will, over time, produce different Anthropocene
outputs.

V. SIGNS OF THE ANTHROPOCENE IN THE SYSTEMS
Interactions in the systems affect the long term development
of the systems and their balances. This can be seen in
dynamics in plant communities, as reported by Ransijn et al
[30] for heathland vegetation. Humans interact with the
systems, and sometimes the balance in the system is so
influenced that it is pushed towards a negative state, of which
some examples are indicated in Figure 3. Examples of this
includes over exploitation of plants, with deforestation as one
example in Europe during the period 1000-2000, and currently
in many other parts of the world, leading to desertification and
subsequent soil erosion. Other examples are depletion of
populations of animals, through hunting or fishing beyond the
carrying capacity of the system, or introducing species to new
ecosystems, resulting in invasive behavior and effect on local
ecosystems [31]. Man’s affect have extended deeply into the
lowest levels of earths systems, such as atmosphere and
energy, where the source of human’s power has moved from
biomass, wind and water to fossil fuels for a long time, and
only recently are tending to return to renewable energy
sources. Even within the human system we have examples of
negative interactions, e.g. wars and over population.
Interactions between the human system and the microbe
system may in some instances lead to a decline of the human
system due to disease.
But, are humans a governor of the systems? And what could
be expected from an ungoverned system? Does there need to
be a controller? Controllers in mechanical feedback systems
have been used for centuries.
Therefore, if experimental data and modelling of the systems
are to provide support to governance in the current period, the
Anthropocene, there is a need for methods to approach these
questions.

Figure 4. Governance of the Anthropocene in the context of a cybernetic
system with feedback and different classes of ‘controller’ elements. [Based on
34]. Symbols: NPV - Net Present Value, IRR - Internal Rate of Return.

Predominant in the ‘corporate’ world is the use of controllers
based on financial values. Every forestry undergraduate
student has probably learned to compute Internal Rate of
Return (IRR), Net Present Value (NPV), and other measures
of forest financial performance. Some were taught the
formulas to compute the present value of an infinite sum of
periodic incomes from forest harvests in perpetuity. Such is
the contrast between concerns of corporate officers trying to
meet Wall Street expectations (expressed as next quarterly
profits), and forest land managers (perpetuity). But there are
other criteria the controller could use besides the financial.
The ‘ecologic’ controller is concerned with system health,
constant/stable production of biomass, resilience, etc. It can be
very effective if one is able to identify and makes system
decisions based on a ‘source property’ e.g. nutrient cycling
from leaf fall back into living matter in forests or recycling of
woody ashes to the forests.
The ‘societal’ controller is concerned with the fellowman’s
wellbeing,
especially
opportunities
for
meaningful
employment at reasonable wages in future generations. In this
controller, perhaps a source property would be circulation of
money in society. As opposed to siphoning and hoarding
monies, as seems to be the current practice among some.
The ‘bioethical’ controller can be characterized as the concern
for the ‘created order’ as some clergy might express it. Others
would say it aims to guard against ecological (competitive)
exclusions - because the last exclusion is extinction. This can

VI. CONTROLLERS AND EFFECTORS IN A MULTILEVEL
FRAMEWORK

The Anthropocene is a giant system of feedback systems, as
sketched above. This system of systems has outputs that
humans, as the highest evolved life form, sense and try to
make sense of. If their conclusion is one of dissatisfaction,
they often engage in some form of actions to bring the outputs
more in line with expectations/desires. Chances of success will
be improved by developing an understanding of the systems
and the feedback elements essential in support of governance.
The governance of the Anthropocene can be modeled using
concepts from cybernetics (Figure 4), wherein our triangular
coordinate representation is functionally equivalent to a
deLatil effector [32, 33], and where outputs from the
Anthropocene can be sensed and fed back to the effector,
through a system of controllers based on 4 categories of values
used in decision making: economic (financial), ecosystem,
societal, bioethical. Different ordering of decision making
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be seen as one of the reasons behind legislation targeted at
ensuring continuance of endangered species.
Numerous certification schemes for management of natural
resources (e.g. FSC, PEFC, SBP) aims at sustainability
measured by multiple categories of decision making, reflecting
a concern not only for the present but also the future
functioning of the systems.

VIII. FUTURE RESEARCH IN GOVERNING THE ANTHROPOCENE
So, how would this system guide research that will support
governing of the Anthropocene? How can research support a
long term sustainable development?
To return to the forests, the challenges of managing forest are
to ensure that they are: 1) economically efficiency, 2)
ecologically sound, 3) socially responsible, and 4) in
bioethical balance.
This is very difficult to accomplish in an era of rapid
population growth and subsequent use of forest resources, and
simultaneously decreased funding for research. Especially
research that requires longer time spans than the typical short
term research projects of 3- 5 years. Research institutions are
increasingly expected to produce better models, for more
diverse clients/needs, at a faster pace, with fewer scientists,
who are being paid less.
In other research areas the same challenges are valid, with the
same challenges of ensuring sustainability, ranging from food
production to manufacturing of high end electronic
communication tools, taking the full processes of
development, production, usage and reuse into account.
So, research in the Anthropocene needs to ensure that
research; from the experimental design, the data collection, the
analyses and models; maintains an understanding of the
triangle of systems, the interactions and the feedbacks to the
systems.
Only in this way can research support governance in the
Anthropocene, based on data, use of cutting edge research and
understanding of the theory of systems.

VII. OPTIONS FOR GOVERNING THE ANTHROPOCENE
Given that the Anthropocene is characterized by
environmental changes being driven by human activities, and
feedback is based on human choices, how can modeling of the
systems support governance? What are the controllers that
have led to the current situation, and which can get us out?
One perspective is to choose the order of the controllers:
ecological, societal, bioethical and financial, and their internal
strengths.
An example of an ecological controller is applied where the
areas are managed based on a well constrained balance of
interaction type and intensity in nature. In the governance of
the US National Forests as well as in the Danish State Forests,
there are some felling’s of trees, hunting is allowed, but at the
same time some efforts are included to protect streams and
water catchments, special habitats, indicating the inclusion of
an ecological controller in the decision process, as also
indicated by Larsen [35] on the development of the Close to
Nature forest management in Denmark. Analysis and
understanding of ecological controller are given by e.g. [36,
37].
An example from Menominee Indian Community in NE
Wisconsin, USA (1850) gives priority to the societal controller
[38]. The Menominee tribal elder reportedly said “think of the
affects an action will have on the 7th generation of folks that
follow you”, given basis of the Indian nation idea of the
“Seventh generation sustainability”. Societal is in this setting a
human-human relation not only instantaneous but also over
generations of humans.
Another example would set bioethical as the first and
dominating controller. This is based on the noting that more
than 80% of the world’s vegetables and fruits require a
pollinator to produce. These pollinators include bats,
butterflies, moths, flies, birds, beetles, ants and bees [39].
The financial controller build upon an array of options bioethical, societal and ecological - and then decide which
among them is the most rewarding (to humans) financially,
often time giving time discounting/interest rate to high a
weight, resulting in a focus on the near future, rather than the
long term development.
Are there ways to combine the different controllers? In some
cases they are combined by a uniform controller - the
financial, by means of assigning a financial value to the
outputs and feedbacks of the different systems, with the risk of
evaluating current and future benefits differently. Another
approach lists a multitude of controllers, as presented by Ray
et al [40], who present effects of forest management on a
number of key systems and outputs.
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